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A twist of luck
Student has arresting experience
on opening day of California Lottery
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
On Day One of the California Lottery. Fred Conner
found that sometimes a winner can also be a loser.
Conner, 25, won 12 two-dollar lottery tickets in the
morning and by 2 p.m. he was hauled off campus by
University Police for carrying a machete.
A former student in SJSU’s Remedial Education
Academic Development for Survival program, Conner
started the first day of the lottery by buying a leather
jacket from a fellow student. He then bought a leather
hat for $4 and an 18-inch machete at an army surplus
store for $2.99.
"I thought it would be nice to dress up like the guy
in ’Raiders of the Lost Ark’ (Harrison Ford)," he said.
"I dressed up and was going to use the machete as a
tool to cut bamboo."
An employee at Bargain City, an army surplus
store near SJSU, said that anyone can purchase a machete. No license or identification is required because
the machete is classified as a tool.
Conner then went to the 7-Eleven convenience
store at Sixth and San Salvador streets and spent $59
on lottery tickets.
"I bought $35 worth of tickets and won 12 two-dollar tickets," Conner said. "But I just kept putting them
back and getting more tickets."
"It was like Reno." Conner said. "But I ended up
with no money."
Conner then went to the Student Union Games
Area to play video games.
He was arrested by UPD as he left the building
while the crowd taunted him with cries of "Rambo Junior." Conner was charged with possessing a knife
more than three inches long on public school grounds.
He is scheduled to appear Oct. 24 in Santa Clara
County Municipal Court on misdemeanor charges,
which can carry up to one year in county jail.
According to Conner, both UPD and the San Jose
Police had seen him at 7-Eleven as he was interviewed
by KICU-TV Channel 36 and had not said anything
about his machete.
Conner was expelled from READS 10 minutes
after he was arrested, according to READS Counselor
Dennis Chamberlain.
Conner has spent the better part of his life in institutions, beginning with Napa State Hospital when he
was 14.
He was released from Napa when he was 18 and at
the age of 20 he committed a felony and was sentenced
continued on back page

Fred Conner is shown last Thursday.
before being arrested by campus police.
trying to win the big bucks. ( Above)
Channel 36 asked Conner about the lottery.
Mw Schneider -- Daily staff photogapher

Program helps
poorly educated
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
Kevin Johnson is a 20-year-old student who his
tried both regular high school and continuation school.
neither school could hold his interest. He fa iledAt both.
Now he feels he has a chance to pass the General Education Development test and get his high school diploma. Be says he is "improving.- Johnson recently
graduated to a sixth grade level of reading.
Don Collins. 16, has spent the past five years "behind bars" with the California Youth Authority. His
arms bear the tatoos of prison art. Don wants to finish
high school so he can get a job. He is not sure what he
wants to do, although he has been working as a janitor.
He wants to make enough money to get an apartment
with his girlfriend. Don also reads at a sixth grade
level.
These are two examples of people who benefit
from the Remedial Education Academic Development
for Survival program.
"Students who have failed in school their whole
lives are giving themselves a chance to succeed," said
READS teacher Suzanne Garadis."
The program, which began six years ago as a fed era II funded program for juvenile delinquents, now
continued oh hack page

Cost -of living increase causes temporary A.S. deficit
’We had assumed
that they (last year’s A.S.
board) had covered their
costs. As a result, we’re
looking for some place to
find money.’
ErinO’Doherty,
.A.S. president

By David Wenstrom
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students budget came up
$1,391.20 short in funding a cost of living increase, but the A.S. Board of Directors managed to make up the difference.
An audit of the A.S. budget for the 19841985 fiscal year left this year’s A.S. with
$25,167 in unappropriated general funds to
pay a $26,558.20 cost of living increase to A.S.
employees.
"We don’t know those figures (for the
general fund) until the audit is done," said
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
The audit was completed Sept. 30.
The A.S. board passed two fiscal actions
Wednesday, transferring money from an operating reserve fund to cover the 6.75 percent

Construction ends today
on campus’s third garage
By Laura Cronin
Daily staff Writer
The West Garage is scheduled to
be structurally finished today and
landscaping is scheduled to be finished next week, Parking Manager
Henry Orbach said.
A delay in getting a city permit
for the garage caused a delay in its
completion, Orbach said. The original completion date was before the
fall 1985 semester but the delay
wasn’t discovered until "June or
July" and by then the timeline for
completion was out of sequence, Orbach said.
Along with this a chancellor’s office agreement and allocation process of review added delay, he said.
"Basically, the architectural engineer submitted plans for the site
development and the city didn’t respond on a timely basis," Orbach
said.

"This summer we realized the time
for completion of the garage was critical," Orbach said, "We realized we
didn’t have a sidewalk permit from
the city. At that time, the city required additional improvements.
rtie city required additional
paving of the roadways at San Salvador and Fourth Street, new curbs and
gutters on all three sides, additional
drainage at San Carlos as -well as an
additional fire hydrant. This meant
that the engineer had to redo all his
drawings and calculations. The
whole process didn’t take unusually
long, but it was out of sequence at
that point."
Orbach said there were problems
in coordination between all those involved in the project.
"What we’re looking at here is a
coordination problem between the
continued on page 5

cost of living increase anti in provide money
for special allocations and other funds.
As a result, special allocation funds for
student groups this year are 44) percent less
than they were last year. And the A.S. board
is faced with a $25,244.70 debt it must repay to
the operating reserve fund by the end of the
school year.
"Last year, when the budget was put together, we were not aware that the cost of living increase wasn’t budgeted for," A.S. President Erin O’Doherty said. "We had assumed
that they (last year’s A.S. board) had covered their costs. Ass result, we’re looking for
some place to find money. We’re taking it
from the operating reserve fund."
The operating reserve fund may be used
to replace equipment in A.S. operations, to

provide for increases in A.S. employee wage
or fringe benefits during a current fiscal
year, or for the regular operation of the A.S.
for up to three months when other funds are
not available. Funds borrowed from the operating reserve must be replenished annually.
"It’s an emergency fund," (Moberly
said.
The audit of the 1984-1985 budget revealed
that the general fund for 1985-1986 was
$95,746. But $70,579 of that was appropriated
funds earmarked for Spartan Shops. That left
$25,167 in unappropriated funds to cover the
$26,558.20 A.S. employee cost of living increase, as well as special allocations and
other funds.
The board approved Wednesday a transfer of $25,244.70 from the operating reserve ti,

the general fund. The transfer raised the total
unallocated funds in the general fund to
$50,411.70. An additional $4,846.50 was available from a $35,000 donation from Spartan
Shops last year. During a special meeting,
May 31, the present board allocated the rest
of the $35,000 to groups that were left out of
this year’s budget.
With the transfer from the operating reserve fund and the Spartan Shop donation,
the unallocated portion of the general fund is
now $55,258.20. The board designated
$26,558.20 of that to cover the cast of living increase. Of the remainder, the board designated $12,000 for special allocations, $2,000 as
an emergency fund, and $14,700 for other
ontinued on back page

Child Care Center needs pumpkin money
By David Wenstrom
staff writer
The lives or at least the flatloweens of 52 children hang in the
balance as Associated Students deliberates a request for emergency
funds for a "pumpkin, patch field
trip."
The A.S.’s first request for
emergency funds this semester
came Wednesday from Holly Veldhuis, director of the Frances Gulland Child Care Center. Veldhuis
requested $127.50 to fund a field trip
for the center’s 52 children to a
pumpkin patch. The A.S. established a $2,000 AS. emergency fund
the same day.
The board deferred a vote on
the request until their next meeting.
Oct. 16.
"I was supposed to put it on the
agenda, but I forgot," said Andy
Slean. A.S. director of Non-tradi-

tional Minority Allairs.
Slean has been working on the
emergency fund proposal with
Veldhuis, A.S. President Erin O’Doherly and A.S. Controller Gabriel
Miramontes.
"I’m sure the board will approve it," Slean said of the trip,
which is scheduled for Friday Oct.
25.
Veldhuis said the center needs
$90 for a bus and $37.50 for pumpkins.
"First of all, I’d like to say
thank you for making child care a
high priority," Veldhuis told the
board at Wednesday’s meeting
"What we want to do is take all the
children on a bus to the pumpkin
patch over on the Almaden Expressway, where they will all be
able to pick out a pumpkin from the
patch and take it home."
The Child Care Center, located

at South loth and San Salvador
streets, has 52 pumpkinless children. The children, most of them
pre-school age, are children of
SJSU students and employees.
"We would have gone through
special allocation for this," Veldhuis said. "But it looks like the
deadline is getting too tight for ir
Halloween is less than three
weeks away.
"It will probably be between
9:30 and 11:30 a.m.," she said.
"We’re leaving from the Child Care
Center."
She encouraged hoard members to attend the outing, but there
were no volunteers. Some board
members indicated after the meeting that they would "think about
it.
"The A S., every year, funds us

considerable money for the child
care operation," Veldhuis said.
"We’d like to publicize that connection by taking some of you along.
"You might have to pay for
your own pumpkins, but if we have
extras, you can have them."
Slean, who has been lobbying
for more state funds for the center,
pleaded with the board to approve
the center’s request for funds.
"As director of Non-traditional
Minority Affairs, 1 strongly urge
you to overwhelmingly support
this." Slean said. "It’s only $127.50
It’s not a heck of a lot of money."
The A.S. gave the center $120
last year for a pumpkin patch field
trip.
"The price of pumpkins has
gone up," Slean said
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Close street, but wait a few years
San Carlos Street should be closed, but not before a
five-to-I0-year plan for the closure is adopted between
SJSU and the city of San Jose.
The plan would call for several temporary closures,
during which time accurate studies could be done of the
impact.
This would include studies on traffic loads, safely,
mass transit and parking.
The results of the studies would be analyzed to determine accurately the impact of a permanent closure.
Also, since the number one concern addressed by
SJSU President Gail Fullerton is safety, a program educating students on pedestrain safety could be implemented.

John
Ramos
The program would utilize city and university experts
on pedestrian safety to teach students, faculty and staff
how to cross a street safely. That could even include placing traffic patrols along all the San Carlos intersections at
the times of the heaviest pedestrian and auto flow.
Meanwhile, the university could go along with a city proposed compromise to narrow San Carlos to two lanes
and install pedestrian malls along both sides of the street.
City senior planner Carol Painter suggested that the city
would go along with a plan to reduce San Carlos Street for
pedestrian malls.
The California State University Board of Trustees has

already set aside more than $1.4 million for the planning
and construction of pedestrian malls at Seventh and Ninth
streets by 1990.
The university has been unable to gather resources to
landscape Seventh. Eighth and Ninth streets, something
it promised the city in 1965 in exchange for permission to
close those streets.
The city agreed but the university hasn’t landscaped
them.
Fullerton has admitted that no funds would be available for construction of a mall on San Carlos Street until
after the year 2000.
By compromising with the city on reducing San Carlos, on the condition that they consider closing the street
permanently in the next five to ten years, the plan could
begin to fall into place.
By 1990 the malls along San Carlos could be well
along. Clear studies on the impact of temporary closures
would have been extrapolated to the effect of a permanent
closure. Construction would begin at the malls on Seventh
and Ninth streets, and the safety program should help
minimize accidents.
A long-term, well thought-out plan, showing the spirit
of compromise would achieve the goal of permanently
closing San Carlos Street, while the current effort may
just delay it.
Last Wednesday the Associated Students Board of Directors voted to support the closure, and a week before
that the Academic Senate also came out in support of
President Fullerton’s request for "deletion of San Carlos
Street" between Fourth and 10th streets from the city’s
general plan.
Fullerton’s initial request for closure was March 31,
1983. Even though an environmental impact report was
required, lobbying efforts should have been going on for
at least a year if the city’s bureaucrats and politicians
were to be convinced of the closure.
If everyone just holds their horses, steps back and begins to look at the San Carlos Street closure plan on a longterm basis, such as a five-to-ten-year plan, the proceedings will be much smoother than the chaos that is about to
take place.

More citizens gamble than vote
Lottery -mania. It seems to have hit the majority of
Californians’ wallets this week. At the health club, two
men were talking. "Did you get your tickets? I got 8100
worth," the man on the leg press said to his friend doing
chin ups. "Not yet. I’m stopping on the way home."
Walking along San Carlos Street, toward Sweeney
Hall, three students were chatting. "I only bought five,"
one woman said. "I wanted to get some groceries, too."
Another friend was telling me he bought 10 tickets
this week. He didn’t win anything. He didn’t care. He
hoped to do better next week.
The California lottery set a world record with an estimated 30 million tickets sold in the first two days. The figure is about three times higher than predicted and
greater than the first week’s total for any other lottery on

Gloria
Debowski
record. That’s a pretty good turnout.
It’s hard to figure the draw. Maybe it is partially that
the money supports the school system. Indeed, 34 percent
of sales are allocated to education. Al least some people
are justifying the expense with this fact. I heard one man
say, "If I don’t win, I know some of this money is going to
education." He also said it made him feel less guilty
knowing that.
Lottery, lottery, lottery. It’s an obsession right now.

No, it’s more. It’s madness. The chances of becoming a
millionaire on your own are greater than winning the lottery. Yet, there wasn’t this much buzzing last November
when a lot more could have been gained than a few dollars.
Maybe the chances of makings difference at the voting polls would be greater if people put as much energy
into voting as they do the lottery.
American priorities seem slightly out of whack. Last
November, only one-third of that number turned out to
vote; just under 10 million, according to Ed Arnold, elections assistant for the secretary of state. That’s 74 percent
of registered California voters. Yet only 57 percent of the
voting age population is registered at all. That is not a
very good turnout.
"I’ve heard that there is a better chance of getting
struck by lightning than there is of winning the lottery,"
Arnold said. Maybe people think they have a better
chance of getting struck by lightning than of making a difference in an election, he said.
No one can say why most people don’t vote. "I don’t
know why they don’t vote. I just know that they don’t,"
Arnold said. And it may be hard to say why so many people buy lottery tickets. Buying lottery tickets is alleged to
be fun. It may be exciting to scratch a patch of goop off
and hope to find three matching numbers beneath. I don’t
deny it’s fun.
But voting can be fun, too. It can be exhilarating to
help chart the political course of our country. And the excitement lasts longer, too. It takes several hours to see the
election results; several years to see the outcome, It
takes just a few seconds to scratch the lottery ticket. Plus,
voting is free. (You could spends lot of money on lottery
tickets before feeling any satisfaction. )
Yet, the lottery (or is it loot-ery) is really doing well.
Voting participation is not. Maybe the legislature should
authorize discounts on lottery tickets to those who vote.
Or how about placing voting booths next to lottery stations; "Buy your tickets here, and on your way out, drop
by the voting booth."
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Letters to the Editor
Writing lab is a necessary service
Editor,
From my perspective as a director of the university
writing lab, lam responding to Jim Warren’s letter about
the "remedial program" ("Junior colleges are for remedial classes," Oct. 4) "that does not belong in a university." We have done a very poor job of educating Mr. Warren about the nature of a university and SJSU in
particular.
In the writing lab, which is partially funded by Intensive Learning Experience money, we are serving three
kinds of students: native speakers of English who have
difficulties with conventions of punctuation and spelling,
speakers of minority dialects who are learning the verb
and noun inflections of standard written English, and
speakers of English as a second language who are learning the complex tense and aspect system of English as
well as idiomatic usage. All of these students are developing and expanding their language skills, not remedialing.
This is a state university, one funded by the citizens of
California and attended by the children of taxpayers.
These citizens have chosen to admit students with certain
grade point averages and selected test scores to its institution of higher learning. Many students, bright and able
and motivated students, graduate from high school with
portions of their linguistic registers still undeveloped. We
have highly trained faculty and staff here at SJSU to aid
them in their development. And we are doing it with far
greater resources than the junior collges can command.
SJSU students deserve no less.
Patricia C. Nichols
Assistant professor
English

In defense of remedial education
Editor,
I am writing in response to Jim Warren’s letter of
Oct. 4. Mr. Warren states his belief that remedial classes
do not belong on a university campus and that the students enrolled in these classes "should not be here in the
first place."
Mr. Warren, I’m surprised that a student of "higher
learning" would be so snobbish and biased as you have
shown yourself lobe. Then again, maybe I’m not. In any
case, pompous snobs such as you do not belong here.
Patti Crum
Freshman
Public relations

Warren should volunteer time for tutoring
Editor.
(would like to know why Mr. Warren (letter, "Junior
colleges for remedial classes." Oct. 4) feels that all remedial education should be done at junior colleges. Incidentally, they are no longer called junior colleges in California. They are community colleges designed to serve the
needs of the community and provide an opportunity for all
of the members of a community logo beyond high school.
A community college is also an institution of higher learning.
In San Jose, there are adult education programs. I
feel that this is where remedial education should occur.
However. I am not against the community college offering courses in basic subject matter at a high school level
of, say, 10th grade up.
Furthermore. I pay taxes that go to support all stale
institutions including SJSU and grants to students who attend there. So what is wrong with helping a student to
catch up so that he or she will have the same opportunity
you do? Would you take some of your time and do volunteer tutoring? I am happy to know, Mr. Warren, that you
were such a bright young scholar that you never required
any remedial training.
I thank San Jose City College for providing me with
remedial ( high school level) training in math and English. I could have gone to SJSU if it were not for the cost of
tuition there. I plan to attend SJSU in the fall.
Jeffrey Bullard
Student
San Jose City College

U.S. corporations support apartheid

’FA12 to Iowa AND suCiGalivs A SroNcE,NR, 94ULTZ FIRMER Anr, ntiu PLEASE! ’

L LOVE YOU 50

Editor,
I agree that the stale of California should divest its
billions of dollars from companies that do business in
apartheid -ruled South Africa. However, I must disagree

with your assumption (editorial, Oct. 3) that "most" U.S.
corporations "genuinely support greater autonomy and
political reform- for black people in South Africa ( Azania ).
If most U.S. corporations "genuinely support" the po
litical empowerment of black people in South Africa (Azania ), they would not lw participating in the oppression of
black people for the sake of business as usual, i.e., profits.
Itihari M. Zulu
Graduate
Library and information science

Ticket policy sexually biased
Editor,
Like everyone else on this campus, we have been
caught up in the excitement of watching the women’s volleyball team climb to a ranking of fourth in the nation. We
enjoy going to games because they are fast -paced and full
of action. It’s a bargain to see such high-quality volleyball
for only a dollar. While we feel this is a reasonable price,
we must voice our dissatisfaction over what we feel is an
unfair ticket policy.
While waiting in line to buy a ticket, we were surprised to find out the woman in front of us did not have to
pay, simply because she told the cashier she was an athlete. When it came time for us to purchase our tickets, we
figured we would be admitted free also, since we are both
student -athletes. To our surprise, the cashier informed us
that only female athletes get in free.
Now we’ll be the first to admit that athletes receive
certain courtesies and privileges that the average student
does not, and we are grateful for them, but let’s face it,
this is discrimination.
(fall the men who play sports at this school were admitted free to all male sporting events while women athletes paid full price, the women’s center would raise hell.
What’s the story? How about equal admission price for
all, male or female, student -athlete or student?
31althett McPeak
Business management
SJS1.’ baseball team
Jantes Bost les
Economics
SJS(’ baseball team

KSJS not a good alternative to KQAK
Editor,
Regarding the article of Oct. 9 concerning our campus radio station entitled "KSJS ranks No.9 in San Jose
market." It seems that our campus radio station is shooting for commercial success. This is completely against
the ethics of Bay Area college radio.
To "fill the void of the Quake" is something one
shouldn’t be all that proud of. Hearing Quake hits (such as
Howard Jones, Depeche Mode and Paul Young) is nothing
but boring rehash. I’m not the only one who is sick of the
daily grind of strict formatting and record rotation.
You call yourself "alternative," but the only things I
hear are only slightly left of Top 40 or MOR.
What you need is some diverse programming such as
KALX’s "Maximum Rock ’n’ Roll." What about intriguing public affairs programs such as KFJC’s "Hard
Rain"? I hear almost no reggae, absolutely no hard core
or artistic music. What is the problem? How about some
innovation?
One more thing. Your DJs sound like they are trying
just a little too hard to sound "professional," which is
very annoying.
I suggest that you try some new things in the near future and stop trying to be the "Quake II." It just doesn’t
cut it.
Kevin Monahan
Junior
International business

Letter Policy

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters Bong them to the Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall
or to the Student Union Information Desk
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
maim, phone number and class standing Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters
The editorials and opinions on this page are solely
the responsibility of the Daily staff and the authors.
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Offensive woes continue
Spartan soccer team shut out 2-0 by the Cardinal
By Scott Van Camp
Dail,/ stall writer

At least they’re consistent. The
SJSU soccer team lost 2-0 to Stanford
on the Farm Wednesday to remain
winless in its last eight games.
The team, now 3-7-2 and 0-1 in Pacific Soccer Conference play, has suffered from a lack of offensive scoring
power. Yesterday was no different.
The Spartans managed just eight
shots on goal compared to 15 for Stanford.
Their best scoring opportunity’
came early in the game when a Cardinal committed a penalty near the
goal, giving Scott Chase a free shot
against Stanford goalie Tom Austin.
In an incident befitting the way.

things have gone for the team,
Chase’s shot hit the left post and
bounced away Chase had no ex-

Ken P. Ruinard

. ,aft photogr antler

Spartan forward (’cline Regalia is obviously dejected after Wednesday’s loss to Stanford

Hockey team gives one away
By Scott Van Camp
Daily staff writer

If Yogi Berra had been at Stanford Wednesday, he would have reiterated one of his famous sayings
"The game isn’t over until it’s
over."
The SJSU field hockey team
held a 2-1 lead in the final 30 seconds of regulation time when the
Cardinal scored to tie the game,
then went on to score again in the
second overtime for a 3-2 win over
the Spartans.
"We just weren’t concentrating enough at the end," Spartan
midfielder Mace Savelkoul said.
Stanford’s
Kathy
Thomas
weaved through the SJSU defense
and knocked a shot past goalie
Jackie McGarry, tying the game.
Later, Dana Fleming added a penalty shot to give the Cardinal the
victory.

Spartan coach Carolyn Lewis
knew what her team had to do to
hold the slim lead with only 30 seconds remaining.
"In that situation a team wants
10 control the ball but sometimes
that call backfire and the team will
let up. We just lost intensity,"
Lewis said.
The Spartans did, however,
lake control of the game in the first
half.
Senior (’dine Regalia scored
unassisted seven minutes into the
game for a I-0 lead.
After
Stanford’s
Thomas
scored at the 18:37 mark, Spartan
forward Imke Laumans made it 2-1
four minutes later on an unassisted
breakaway shot past the Cardinal
goalie. The defending NorPac
champion Spartans were confident.
We were doing some good
things offensively," Laumans said.

Then the Cardinal came back.
After the game SJSU was
stunned. Stanford was 0-2 in 1984
against SJSU, and the Spartans expected a win.
"We were the better team until the end," Savelkoul said.
NOTES: SJSU fell to 1-2-1 in
NorPac play and 3-3-1 overall. . Stanford outshot the Spartans 28-11, with goalie McGarry
picking up eight saves. . The
Spartans are. now in fourth place
behind the Cardinals in NorPac
play, a position they’re not used to.
SJSU went undefeated in the conference last year.. . Early in the
week, Lewis was wary of first place Chico State’s 3-0 start, since
all of those games were played on
the Wildcat’s home turf. Chico lost
to California Wednesday in Berkeley.

History calls for close one
PALO ALTO(Apt UCLA may
have a winning record and Stanford a
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losing one this season, but if history
dictates, this Saturday’s football
game between the Pacific-10 Conference schools 511110111 be a close one.
Five of the last seven meetings
between the two schools have been
decided by three points or less. Last
year, Stanford held off the Bruins in
the fourth quarter to post a 23-21
upset victory.
UCLA, 3-1-1 overall and 1-1 in

conference, figures the logical favorite in the game, as the Bruins come
off an impressive 40-17 victory over
Arizona State last week.

Tiw Burger House
"FEATURING THE BEST
OLD FASHION
HAMBURGERS &
HOMEMADE FRIES
IN SAN JOSE."
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For the second time this season,
SJSU’s volleyball team will try to accomplish what the Spartans haven’t
done since 1978 beat Stanford.
The fourth-ranked Spartans will
meet the No. 1 Cardinal tonight at
7:30 in Maples Pavilion. Stanford
leads the series 15-8.
The first time the two teams met
this season was in the final match of
the Spartan Shops Invitational on
Sept. 21. Stanford defeated SJSU 15-3,
12-15,7-15,15-11,15-5.
According to SJSU head coach
Dick Montgomery, the Spartans
really didn’t come that close to beat
ing Stanford in that match.
"Whenever Stanford eased up al
all, we were able to beat them," he

said. "Whenever we eased up, theywere able to beat us."
Montgomery said the SJSU-Stanford matches are always important
and not just because they are topranked teams.
"This is always a healthy rivalry
for us," he said. "There’s a lot of
emotion involved, and we respect
their players and they respect ours."
Stanford coach Don Shaw said
his team isn’t quite up to par.
some
im"We’ve
made
provements, but we’re still not playing our best volleyball," Shaw said.
Shaw also feels that his team’s
No. 1 ranking does not hurt his team.
"It’s not really a big deal for us
right now because we’ve been there
before ( most recently last year I." he
said.

team’s lack of offense

"We just had no punch Vt.
played well at the midfield,
couldn’t get the ball in." he said
Menendez also felt Chase’, put,
ally miss may have affected tilt’’
than just the score
"It would have gl V01111% ii lift II
hurt Stanford psychologically It
an unfortunate miss," Menendei
said.
The Spartans lace St Mary’s in .
PSC contest 2 p.in Saturday at Spat
tan Field

The Cardinal is led ti y thri, Ii iii’
All-American Kim Wen 1 hien, It Si
nior, was also named "Yolleyba
Monthly’s" Player ol the Year i!
1984. Also leading Statifard’s attac
will be junior outside hiller Barbal.
Fontana and sophomore h let
Nancy Reim and Theresa 501 I ft

"We played well against Kim alio
Barbara ( in the last match and m.
play. WW1
would like to coot
against them again." Mont goinei
said. "We need to play \ ell anane,
Theresa, though, till)."
Montgomery said for Ihe
,
tans to win tonight, they- will Inm.
play better than they have lately
"We need to play our best tii,,
of the year. and after that. it’’ II I
if we’re better," he said.

Spinks may appeal decision
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) Michael Spinks has a week to appeal or
accept the World Boxing Council’s
decision to strip the new heavyweight
champion of one of his three light
Heavyweight titles.
The WBC stripped Spinks of
championship recognition Wednesday, saying he had violated a rule by
holding titles in more than one division at the same time after he limit

AVIATION CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Apply now for a permanent U.S. Govt. (Civil Service) position
as an Air Traffic Control Specialist. More than 2,000 openings
nationwide. Three different specialties. Prestige careers with
medical, retirement benefits plus paid vacations. Entry-level
applicants will start at $ 17.824 per year and could advance to
as much as $45,000 per year. Aviation experience not necessary. If selected you will be trained at Govt. expense. Aptitude test required. 3 yrs. general work exp. or 4 yrs. college, or
combination. Send your name, adress on postacrd before Nov.
30,1985 to:
FAA, AAC-80/210, Box 26650, Oklahoma City, OK 73126.
EOE

pointed Larry Holmes to win the International
Boxing
Federation

lend to defend the light heay
Idle," Lewis said.

heavyweight title last month.
Butch Lewis, who promotes
Spinks’ fights, said it was no great
loss.
"Everybody knows we didn’t in -

The money is in the heay yweight
division. Spinks earned El million flo
fighting Holmes MO figures to eat I
much more in a remalch or a title du
fense against Gerry 0,,
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Always Triple Features! Free Refill On Popcorn Tub!
Classic Walt Disney Cartoon On Every Program!
Hillsdale at Camden Across from Gemco
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PAID WORKER
OR VOLUNTEER

Learn the skills needed to provide short
term care for the developmentally
disabled, frail, elderly, and physically 0
handicapped.

Your Host, Mazur’, suggests:

Our boneless chicken and lamb cubes
marinated in spices and roasted in
unaerground circle oven served with
saffron -flavored basmati rice.
Lunch 11-2:30. Dinner 5 -SO
Sunday Buffet 11-2:30

OPEN 7 DAYS
2288 LINCOLN AVE. SAN JOSE
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The world’s leading
test prep organization.
IHROLLING NOW?

499 Hamilton

v",v1

Sc’-.Icily

is at our Lento,
Alto,

CA

Or call VS cloy, nvenings or even
Oo’PboriE nombei

94301

weriliends

(415)327-0841.

978-7727

CLASS OFFERED AT
MISSION COLLEGE, OCT. 19

What if
you dorit get
into the
grad school
of your choice?

KAPLAN

,y

HILLSDALE TWIN CINEMAS

BOOKSTORE&
ART Si IPPLY"
330

Of course, you may get into
another school, but why settle"?
Prepare for the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, MCAT or any grad school
entrance exam with the best test
prep organization Stanley H.
Kaplan.
For neatly 50 years, Kaplan’s
test -taking techniques have prepared over 1 million students for
admission and licensing tests of
all kinds. So call Why go to just
any grad school, when you
can go to the right one?
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UCLA, so they have been
well," Menendez said.
The coach was baf fled by hi,
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said that a victory against samMii
now 6-6-2 1-1 in PS(’ play 1, vi
have been an upset
"In the last few genies they
beaten Washington 4-2 anil ltn.1
close 2-1 decision to I No 3

SJSU to battle No. 1 Stanford
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer

388E. Santa Clara lot 8thl

Fylle
Lisa 0/101

Shwa" 1 Arnow’’,

The game was the seventh shutout for Stanford’s Austin. who leads
the conference with a 0.57 goals against average.
Spartan coach Julius Met1011(107

Mon -Sat 7am-8pm
Sunday 10am-6pin

Tan.

Marketing dinectrosot
lawn. Swan Clore Erickson.
linam Johnson Thine. Laws

In the second half the Spartans
had the hall at Stanford’s end more,
but were unable to convert
Cardinal forward Angel Vazquez
scored the final goal at the 65-minute
mark after getting past Spartan defenders Pat Rashe and Larry Norris.
Vazquez forced goalie Joe Gangale to
come out of the goal area and slipped
the ball past him for the 2-0 final.

for more irifOrrriatiOa call Easier Sask1411111 241-3331
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Orders To Go
Call
292-2882

The Bruins, however, will be
without their two most potent offensive weapons.

cuses.
"I just missed it. I hadn’t missed
a free shot in four years," he said.
Stanford scored 15 minutes into
the game when midfielder Marshall
Monroe punched in a head shot off of
a corner kick to make it I-0.

25%
off

Judy Gorman-Jacobs
Singer, songwriter and guitarist . . . blues, jazz, traditional
and contemporary . . . Friday
October 11, 1985 at noon in the
Student Union Amphitheatre.
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Another shot
Former Spartan McNealy tries to hook up with Warriors
By Rob (Abbas),
Daily staff writer
Chris McNealy wasn’t a big man when
he graduated from Roosevelt High School in
Fresno in 1979.
At 6-feet -2-inches, he didn’t attract
much attention from college recruiters
Six years and two lours of Europe later,
he’s a muscular 6-7(2, 210 pounds, and he’s
attracted the attention of the Golden State
Warriors.
McNealy, a former SJSU standout, was
invited to training camp by the Warriors
earlier this year and is given a fair chance
of making the team by Golden State head
coach John Bach.
"There’s no reason he can’t put it together," Bach said, adding, "After a few
more games, we’ll have a better indication
of his ability."
McNealy played a total of 25 minutes in
the Warriors’ first two exhibition games

’I could’ve gone to
Spain this year instead of
coming here (to the
Warriors). If this doesn’t
work out, it would be too
late to go over there
(Europe), but I’ll still
try."
Chris

McNealy,

ex-SJSU forward
against Seattle and the Los Angeles Clippers.
Bach said a final decision on McNealy’s
status will be made on (lct. 20, five days before the Warriors’ season opener against
Denver.
Despite his guarded optimism about
McNealy, Bach is very pragmatic about the
chances of any player who wasn’t one of the
top picks in the NBA draft.
"It’s no easy task for a player coming

into an NBA camp if he’s not a first -round
pick who has guaranteed money," he said.
"He has to be the right man at the right
place at the right time."
McNealy was in the right place at the
right time when SJSU head basketball
coach Bill Berry made a recruiting trip to
Santa Barbara City College in 1980. He went
to SBCC for one year after graduating from
high school.
"Berry came to speak to my roommate." McNealy said. "I was determined to
leave (SBCC), so I spoke with him.
"Berry said they’d been looking at me,
but they were told I wasn’t leaving," he
said. "I told them that wasn’t true."
McNealy had not been getting much encouragement from his coach at SBCC.
"My junior college coach was telling me
that with one more year, I’d be ready to play
at a four-year school," he said.
"But I had been playing (pickup games)
at UC-Santa Barbara and Fresno Stale, and
I knew I could play at a four-year school,"
he said.
Three years later, there was absolutely
no doubt about his ability.
In 81 games at SJSU. McNealy scored
1,236 points, third best in SJSU history. He is
also third in field goal percentage (55.1 percent) and assists (203), and fifth in rebounds
(678).
McNealy also led the Spartans to the
National Invitational Tournament his sophomore year ( 1980-8I ), where they lost in the
first round to Texas-El Paso.
Berry looks back fondly on McNealy’s
time with the Spartans.
"He was a coach’s dream," he said.
"He was a student and he was an athlete. I
didn’t have to worry about him in the classroom or on the court.
"A coach would like to have 15 of those
on his team every year," he said.
McNealy was selected as an honorable
mention All-American and to the All-PCAA
first team in both his junior and senior
years.
His performance got him noticed by the
Chicago Bulls, who drafted him in the second round of the 1983 NBA draft.
However, McNealy never signed with
Chicago.

’It’s no easy task for
a player coming into an
NBA camp if he’s not a
first-round pick who has
guaranteed money.’
John Bach,
Warrior head coach
"The situation at Chicago was that they
had a lot of forwards," he said. "It didn’t
look that good for me."
That same year, the Bulls had drafted
Ennis Whatley,
three first-round picks
Mitchell Wiggins and Sidney Green to go
along with veterans Orlando Woolridge and
David Greenwood.
"I think I could have made the team,
but I got a real good offer from Italy that
was kind of hard to turn down," he said. The
"real good offer" was for a six -figure salary
to play for a team in Trieste, Italy.
Though the year in Italy "worked out
real well," McNealy said he would do things
differently if he had another chance.
"I probably would have stayed with Chicago because Italy would still be there," he
said.
McNealy, who was still under the rights
of the Bulls, returned at the end of the season in Italy and attended Chicago’s veterans’ camp before the following NBA campaign.
"I came back here to try out with Chicago again," he said. "It didn’t work out, so
they released me."
Following an abbreviated tour of Europe, he returned to SJSU last year to continue work toward a business management
degree.
Then the Warriors called.
"I could’ve gone to Spain this year instead of coming here (to the Warriors) instead," he said. "If this doesn’t work out, it
would be too late logo over there (European
basketball starts two months before the
NBA), but I’ll still try."
These days, it seems that McNealy is attracting all kinds of attention.

Ron Fried

Special to the Da,IY

Former SJSU Chris McNealy hopes to be dunking in a Warriors’ uniform

SJSU prepares for Fresno State’s balanced offense
ity Rob Gibbany
Daily staff writer
At first glance, it looks like Saturday’s game between SJSU and
Fresno State will be an aerial circus.
It will match up the Spartans’
passing attack, which is first in the
PCAA and seventh in the nation with
311.8 yards per game, against the
Bulldogs’ Kevin Sweeney, who finished second in the NCAA passing
derby last year to BYU’s Robbie
Bosco.
"Sweeney throws the ball deep
better than anybody I’ve ever seen,"
linebacker Curt Lyon said. Included
among the players Lyon has seen is
Stanford’s John Paye, a Heisman
Trophy candidate.
Cornerback Stacey Gilcrest seconds Lyon’s praise for Sweeney.
"Last week (against Fullerton
State), we were going against receivers who could beat us rather than the
quarterback," he said. "This week,
we’re going against a quarterback
who can beat us."

Despite Sweeney’s abilities,
SJSU is more wary of the Bulldogs’
rushing game.
"The biggest threat is their running game," Lyon said. "That’s what
we’re going to try to stop."
This is very different from last
year’s Fresno State team, according
to SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert.
"Their offense is a great deal
more balanced this year," Gilbert
said. "Last year, we were able to
play for the pass, especially the deep
pass because they were not able to
run as well after losing a couple of
running backs to injuries."
Fresno Stale head coach Jim
Sweeney agreed that his team’s running game deserves more respect
this year.
"Last year, SJSU didn’t defense
the run at all," he said. "We were a
terrible running team.
"But this year, they can’t play
the run that soft because we can get
big plays from the run now," he said.
"With the backs we have now, we

might gain 24 yards instead of four."
One of the reasons for Fresno
State’s improved rushing game,
according to Sweeney, is the presence of junior college transfer James
Williams. the PCAA’s leading rusher
with 398 yards.
However, Williams may not be
play against SJSU, according to
Sweeney.
"He has a pinched nerve in his
neck," Sweeney said. "He didn’t play
the last half against Hawaii ( in last
week’s 24-24 tie between the Bulldogs
and the Rainbows).
"It’s hard to say from day to day
if he’s going to play." he said. "He’ll
be O.K. and then he’ll get hit (in practice) and it’ll start hurting again."
However. Sweeney isn’t too concerned about Williams’ absence.
"We have a freshman, Kelly
Skipper, who is playing extremely
well for us," he said. "If we don’t
have James Williams for the game at
all, we’ll still be a much better rushing team.

"Our offensive line is much bet- tor the team," said Clark, who volunter than it’s been in the past and teered for the job. "As a Spartan, I
want to win at all costs. I’ll do whatthat’s where it starts."
SJSU’s backfield has also suf- ever it lakes to win.
year.
this
fered from injuries
"Deep in my heart, I’ve always
The most recent setback came in been a fust rated running back trying
the Oct. 3 game against Fullerton to get out. This will help our team a
State, when starting halfback Mike considerable amount."
Meredith, the team’s leading scorer,
Offensive coordinator Terry
suffered torn ligaments in his right
Shea said Clark will not just play at
knee. Meredith is out for the season.
In his place will be K.C. Clark. running back for the Fresno State
who has played at free safety and ’game.
"We’re just so battered at that
strong safety for SJSU, though he
played running back in high school position that we need K.C. to play for
us there for the remainder of the seafour years ago.
"I fell like I had to do something son," he said.

Larry Weldon, who had been
playing fre. safety, will move into
Clark’s strong safety spot. Freddie
Payton. a kick return specialist and
backup running back, will take over
at free safety.
Another move in the offensive
backfield will take place at quarterback, where Doug Allen will start
in place of Jon Carlson, who didn’t
practice this week due to an illness
Shea described as similiar to strep
throat.
"Carlson will travel (with the
team), but there’s very little chance
that he will play," Shea said.
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INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
w
Volleyball
IFC LEAGUE STANDINGS
Delta Sigma Phi
Sigma Nu
Pi Kappa Alpha

Volleyball
IFC LEAGUE STANDINGS
Kappa Sigma
Phi Delta Theta
Delta Upsilon
Alpha Tau Omega

Volleyball
Co -Ed Novice Division 1
Oriocci
Hoover
Al’s Pizzeria

8
8
0

2
5
4
3

2
4
3

W
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6
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6
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Volleyball
IFC LEAGUE STANDINGS
Theta Chi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi

6
2
0

CO-013
OPPORTUNITIES

Volleyball
Co -Ed Novice
Return of the Nads
Hyped Hup’s
Serves You Right
Royce Regence

Free Fall
Geronimo’s Ghosts
HELP!!!!
Look Out Belo...
Look Mom No Hands

0
6
8
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6
5
1
1
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16
16
15
25
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1
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There ae a total fast moving microelectronics
companies that offer COOP programs But only
one is on the leading edge of CMOS MOS and
Bipolar VLSI. iii memories. logic and microproc
essors Only one is the fifth largest integrated or
cud company Advanced Micro Devices.
A Fortune 500 company AMD is ranked in the
top 15 of The 1110 Bee COMO,* t(1 Work tor in
America’ with high points for work envimriment
and advancement opportunities

3
2
2
0

0
1
1
3

To qualify for our program. you must be working
toward a BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering,
Solid State Physics, Material Science, Chemical
Engineering or Computer Science and be a US
citizen or permanent resident

01/CAMPIIS !HEWES’S
October 1Z 11185
Check with your caoP placement office for our
information packet and to view our "Fast Track"
videotape If our campus interview schedule is
run, contact us directly Send your resume to
University CO-OP Recruiting, Advanced Micro
Dev,ces. Dept SJS-1011. MS-57. 901 Thompson
Place. PO Box 3453. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. Or
call rou. FREE 18001 538-8450, ext. 2377
An equal opportunity employer

Advanced
Micro
Devices
The fast Track in ICs

’Copyright 1984 Ay A Lewring M Moskowitz and
M Katz Putt(ehei1bylilaon 14tsley
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Gallery 2. For further information
contact DeLappe at 280-5671.
Order of Omega Spring 1985 initiate pins and certificates are now
available in Meredith Moran’s office,
Administration Building Room 242.
For further information contact Meghan Norton at 279-2724.

Associated Students Leisure
Services is sponsoring sign-ups for intramural sports from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Leisure Services Office. For
further information contact Craig Allison, Ed Gabel or Jeff Games at 2772858.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society will hold their first general
meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in the Student Union Almaden Room. For further information contact Kris Christianson at 294-5658.
The Art Department will exibit
photographs by Joseph P. DeLappe
starting Monday in the Art Building’s

The Teacher Education Division
of the School of Education is sponsor.
ing a group advisement meeting concerning the Multiple Subject Credential Program from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m
tomorrow in Sweeny Hall, Room 120.
For further information contact
Dana T. Elmore at 277-2681.
The Community Committee for
International Students is sponsoring
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"If all this had taken place in
february," he said, "it wouldn’t
have been a problem. All of these
changes required more work and
more money and the Chancellor’s Office had to approve these."
Also, an intended alternate exit
to San Salvador on the north east side
of West Garage will be an emergency
road only, Orbach said.
Garage attendants at West Garage and other SJSU parking garages
will be required to handle incident reports for those who have damage to

their cars while in the garages. Orbach said. Anyone parking over the
space lines will continue to receive
$10 tickets for taking two spaces, as
in the past, he said. Parking enforcement surveys the garages twice a
day.
During the first two months of
this fiscal year, parking violators
paid $57,000. These fines are used for
alternative transportation.
Alternative transit can only use
money collected from parking citations, traffic analyst Keith Opalewski
said. It costs $50 an hour to run the
SJSU shuttle , he said. Last year, the
shuttle cost more than $50,000.
"It is a very expensive venture."
Opalewski said.
The SJSU shuttle service averages at least 250 cars a day, he said.

fa
kret.

ET ’PO

VN
conversational
English
tutoring
classes for all international students
interested beginning Monday. For
further information contact Muriel
Andrews at 279-4575.
Phi Delta Theta fraternity will
hold a little sister rush party at 9 tonight at 48 South Seventh Street. For
further information contact John Nakamoto at 947-9201.
The SJSU Humanities Club is
holding a meeting at 11 a.m. today in
the S.U. Amphitheater. For further
information contact Cheryl at 2778715.
AS. Leisure Services will take
sign-ups beginning at 8 a.m. today for
a Napa Valley wine tasting tour on
Oct. 19. For further information con tact Brian Burke at 277-2858.

West Garage construction ends
continued from page
city and the architect engineer and
the contractor that just didn’t come
to light until it became a problem and
created an unanticipated delay," Orbach said.
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Spartaguide
To include your information in
Spartaguide. visit the Daily office in
Room 208, second floor of Dwight Ben.
tel Hall

Pages

As long as it is doing that amount, it
makes it a worthwhile program, he
added.
The shuttle was started by SJS1’
President Gail Fullerton because the
students were evicted from the park
ing lot on Fourth and San Fernando
streets to make way for retail shops.
Orbach said. The students were
evicted before construction on the
West Garage. The shuttle was supposed to be a one year deal, but it was
so successful it was extended for a
second year, he said.
The shuttle program will be reassessed at the end of the spring semester. Opalewski said.
There are also two new bus
routes 301 and 302 that started operation Oct. 7. These are called the bonus
bus.
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Yesterdaily
Campus
The San Jose Planning Commission decided Tuesday to defer action
until next Wednesday on SJSU’s request to close San Carlos Street.
SJSU Director of Public Information
Dick Staley said he hopes the split
vote on the commission will swing in

favor of SJSU at Wednesday’s Planning Commission meeting. Staley
said he felt the city council will decide upon the closure even if the reaction of the commission is unfavorable.

said they joined SUBOD because they
are concerned about the soon-to-bebuilt Recreation and Events Center.

The six vacant seats on the Student Union Board of Directors were
filled Tuesday at the board’s second
meeting. Some of the new members

SJSU defeated California in a
conference volleyball game, 15-12, 1512. 15-6. The Spartans are now 14-2
overall and 2-0 in conference play.

Sports

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TREATMENT PRO
CHILD ABUSE
GRAM Enhance personal and pro
I essional growth as volu eeeee on
tern in world renowned local
support
Counseling
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services admits . data processing
public awareness. fund raising
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clerical to poet grad intro 10 .11,0
vs. WE NEED YOU Near cern
pus IC EF . PO Box 952 SJ

good. clean Replacement engine
Esc! rnalnlanana $850 Jerry at
277,3413 deys. 774-0160.,n.

71 MERCURY COMET, 200 CID, 6
cyl . 3 sp Good gas mileage, greet
transportation car Call Brian at
252-387 eves 5980/by
’64

H1LLEL

MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE. The
Overcomer* is dynamic group of
Christians that enjoy the super
natural power & presence of God
The God of the universe is very
much alive and wants to make
hood known to you, Come and
experience the Presence Pow.,
and love of God in. very real way
every
mot
Overcomer s
The
Wednesday at 7 30pm at the Stu
dent Union in the Costoon
room Call Bill %viola 279 2133

PONTIAC GRAN PRIX,classrc
power Inks sting windows 8 cyl
loaded with power. $1495/bo
call Joe at 274 9105 Greet for
rolnoll

976 CAPRI GHIA. white V6, 4spd
amdm cassette Very attractive,
61650b lo eves 356 0021
1974 CHEVY MALIBU CLASSIC
350 Al,. loaded new top fool
cond Handles great Fun to driven
Dealer $1495.14151651 2781
1971 OLDS DELTA 88. 24r Ordtop
Erwin, cond meld. outside & me
choreal!, A/C. PS PS Dole
$109514151651 2781
19613 VOLVO rebuilt engine new
uphoNtery 4 %seed stick $1300
call 266 3354 aft Rpm

FOR SALE
NEW, ITALIAN Cole Haw
shoes Ms. 9 W az 6 112 valued
Will sell for 5100 ea ,
$165
249 5272 dos 942 0487 eves

DENTAL1OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth eyes
& money too For information &
brochure Ito A 5 office or call

STUDENT

Ed

14081371 6811
FANTASY & HORROR GRAPHICS for
the MoIntosh. collection #1 Con

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cash your financial aid &

mine high polity Images Met you
co Liesi dirotly or customise to
cr.. your own invitations cards.

payroll check s at a low cost
wino hosts. If you’re unhappy
with your mall drop or if you nod
one roil boo ere availeble One

announcements.
cartoons
and
po
Send $32 05. US funds
Check or MO to A A H Sou 4508

block

horn i.mpou
124
E
Santa Clem St Phone 279-2101
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chrilitian Can
Sunday Lutheran 10 45am
ter
Catholic 4 00 end 8 00pm Please

Sante Clore. Cs 96054
FUTONSII DUALITY COTTON PROD
UCTS Create your own living &
sloping sore with our futons pit
lows
Immo Custom Futons &
Pillows Plus 302 Cl Paseo Shop
Saratoga & Caromtmll
Center
ping

call Campus Ministry at 298 0204
tor worship counoltng programs
end study opportunities Rev N.
urge Shims Fr Bob Leger Ss

Awes

San Jose 378 5646
discount With ’hos ad

AUTOMOTIVE
to DlettRoutors. 36%7007
74 CAPRI V6 asp New tires AM/FM
Cass Just food Nice, $1950
251 1599
74

CHEVY MALIBU CLASSIC 350.
Si, loaded New top. soh
cond Handlas great. fun to drIsell
08

Dealer $1495 14151851 2781
74 HONDA CIVIC HATCHMCK Runs

10%

HELP WANTED

Joan Permit. Rev Norh Footle.,

JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANN1ES No
core charge/6 mos warranty Free
delivery Student Discount SP.

S15.000 $50.000,yr
All occupetions
Call
possible
805-687 6000. Est R 9929 to
find out how

HANDYMAN 810/hr
Must
know
plumbing repos primarily
but
wonting floor laying cc More
than one person noded from time
to time ad runs all semester Call
Don 288 6647 or M. Spalding
947 0831
MC

DONALD’s NOW HIRING. Pre
mho P.O hours flexible around
school schedule 2 5 days 10 35
hrs ewk Interviews M F 3 4 pm
Contact Kathy or Dood at 356
3095 15475 Lo. Gatos Blvd

BRAND

TUESDAY IS JUST another boring day
unlit. you find Kelly 102"

GOVT JOBS

74 HONDA CIVIC 450d
24r new
yr/shield, Wes Runs good $650,.
offer Call 297-3253

95108 280 5055
JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC
Shabbat dinners parties brunch
Nctures Hebrew lessons Toes
day lunch program Foi informs
lion call Hillel office et 294 8311

to SJSU Call 729 1561 evenings
$400 Intl AGE

ARE

YOU IN search of ocralleno
Contot Silicon Vera. s mot o
pulede caterer for your opportu
rray

All cos

open Pt% oho/
on esperience

open depending
Cell 559 7733

EARN $ AS mtrenonal eons official in
football vollaybell mocor inner
or hoketball
tube wortrpolo
APPly Leisure Servics not to
Pub 277 2858
FEMALE ROOMMMATE to share condo
with 2 others Deluxe furnishmgs
cable TV security complex close

PERSONS INTERESTED in ’Ging non
profit group to recreate the"Old
West- Contact Gunfighters of
the Old Wess P0 Bo. 2193
Nil.. (Fremont) Ca or call 14151
795 9159/794 8466
SALES!

EARN

$400 $80Orm00th

Pan time or 42000 $3000/month
full Irma with Health & Nutrition
products company Call Daturas at
14081984 71131
SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co s
21 park. 5 000 openings Com
pieta Information 95 00 park
port Mission Mm Co 651 2nd
Ave WN. Kalispell. Mt 59901
REGISTER WITH THE BEST, Whether
available tor work during the
week,wokendwparl timedempo
fury, or only during the holideys
Call us today for tolormation All
skills and slog levels Best Tempo
Foy Services 984 1340
WAITRESS & KITCHEN HELP needed
Pert tone eves Apply in person
Must have
5 7 pm
M W Th
knowledge of Oporto food Na
kagawa Recorot 831 W Ham
Mon Ave

Campbell. 866 9820

HANDS ON torching operi
ore. Join a growing preschool
w super Ed programs & environ
men, Full time & pot time Posi
irons soil Good boletiit open
& *sues E CE rep Cab
enc

WANT

246 2141
$10 S360 WEEKL Y ’UP MAILINGecir
cola.. No quote& Sincere inter
Slad rush self addressed enve
lope Success P0 Boo 470CEG
Woodstock NI 60098

HOUSING
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share condo
w7 others Defuse furnishings
cable TV on.% comae. close
to SJSU Cell 729 1561 nos
$400 Inc’ POE
FEMALE TO SHARE large 3 hdrro 2ha
home
$400 month utter.s m

chafed Call 266 3189
ROOMATE WNTLI to shr 2 bdrin apt
near SJSU $325,mo
grad/se
nous stdnts 292 9539
FREE
OCT
SHARE 3 bdrm
house. ’nice roonnes’ FREE Oct
rent $325/mo
1.3 uhl Jill

ROOMMATE

TO

274-56600,14151968-9038
STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF Nod.
place, Have space SJSU oft cam
pus hoorng program. 277 3996
Fro service
VICTORIAN STUDIO
1 person no
p.lt 0111. pd Walking distance to
SJSU. $390/mo plus 8300 sec
dep.. Call tor spot 259 7040

spa at 1 2 price Unwanted ho
%orators with my care Gwen C
R E 559 3500. 1645
Bascom Ave C
Heir Today
Gone Tomorrow
FACULTY STAFF & STUDENTS. Co
titied massage oration., offering
aileronso health cure Acupres
ore therapy Swedish/Eolen full
body massage. deep tissue in.
coon sessions available Strictly
nonsexual Call for appt after 3
pm Janice Moreton C M P 14081
267 1993
HELP A STUDENT. 140 moving & haul
ins
will underbid professional
379 6193 leave message

PERSONAL

I CAN HELP YOU 0 you need help keep
log. budget I canter up budget
for you & keep neck of opendi
tures
%Rance check books 6
other financial services For mon
inf ono oon call Alan at 279
8352

I CAN TELL you already this is the he
piniung of
bounful relationship.
Morning movies forayer Happy

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY oil con
sult with SJSU students for 30
mins FREE Notice is limited to

LOST Et FOUND
LOST!. SILVER RING *oh soPhee.
Family antique Lost on Oct 3%
REWARD" Cell Gwen 354 5731

Birthday Joe, TBC
LIFE IS NOT all homework, Trilim time
for yourself & meet elligrale singles
through
personalised introduc
non
orvice
You
make
the
choices Cell CHOICES at 971
7408
NANCY we am Wong proof that "IM
PULSE’ works, Even when you
don’t tree Ili, Love Ed
NATIONAL GAY/131 cont.r club for
men & women Low rates SASE
Demo. P0 Elos 28781 San Jose
Ca 95159
SIGMA ALPHA MU would like to con
gratulate all of our newly indimted
littN eeeee We love ell 01 our hole
sitters We are looking forward to
a ttttt rest of the semester and fu
tor
SINGLE, 1680" Ch000 from Stew
rod
Mechanics Doctors. All
backgrounds. Loral/Nsti0001 Sin
&es

Dateline

19161944 4444

SSD-Seri Jose
WOULD LIKE TO find women corn
panion who would be wolfing to live
se/handicapped man Call Brain at

all aspects of immigration & ns
hooray Law offic is only a 5
min drive from comus For an Co
ointment. tall Robert Ng et 14081
554 0596
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogre
oho. John Paulson Photography
offers eech bode 6 groom the obi
mete-sorothrng estrordinary We
offer or album that reflects Indy&
ol personalities and life styles
Call John Paulson Photography at
659 5922

creased energy & vitality No drug
100% naturist. Used by medical
profession 6 proleseional athhtes
100% ...lotion pommel& or
money back Cell Mr Luciano st
2563168 eh.. 6 on
LOWEST INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto & renters
low monthly psymots No driver
is refined Cell Mark Chapman for
quote over the phon MY Phone
numbed is14081249 1301

BACKACHE ’F,., wrarnination IL Inlet
rnant asp.,, of eeeee rrh protect
If you hoe had low back pro for

ANXIOUS’ Nod help with
CBEST ’ ELME’ Priem. tutoring’
The Math Institute offer. math to
tong education
dieg
flood toting consultanon Call
14081295 6086

more tho 8 months & are 20 55
yrs old please call Palmer College

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for moo
and women Spotlit mto with far

SERVICES

of Chiropractic Well
244 13907 ot 7

at

14081

BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving wsing
tweeting lel me permanlla in
move your unwanted herr Phin hi
kini
tummy
moustache
hack
shoulders en- I 15% Mooni to
students and foully Call helot.
Do 31
1985 It get your 1st

BETTER grades with better papers
Help with grammar editing Elmo
on tech subracts style mantial in

WEDDING PORTRAITS fir MODEL port
folios by an artist See the Phi
Kappa Abbe 1986 calendar for
sample of rny work then call John

cluding APAS chant & graphs
IBM word processing Los Gatos
South SJ
Call 978 7330
7
disys/wk

ulto or student I D Private 6 conli
dermal
Weekdays evenings &
Seturday In Kok Bolo. Park et
Hwy

101 IN

Sumacs arm Sun

ENcholyeis
14091734 3116

Centel

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP’,
Every 61.1nday horn Sam Sao Clo
or NM

Rickm.ri at 252 4283
1HR

PHOTO CENTER

Quality I hr

photo deyelopeng rush source on
color 5 7’s & prints from slides &
copy photos Overnight slide pro
cooing Instant passport photos
great service 6 guaranteed quality
Stave. Crk at Winchester Town
& Country Village 985 7427

TRAVEL
NEW TRAVEL INFO!,
frrn $24901
HONOLULU
ind hotel
I
NEW YORK
$278/rt
LONDON

Inn it 498rn
Inn $5891,1
l,m 11699dt

GERMANY
FIJI

awl hotel
EURAIL BRITRAIL PASSES
Call env oto WORLD SERVICE
374-2200 Tricia’Mecen

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT on toping that’s
Try Tony Honor
296
2087 II 1 50 per page quick ’urn
around sociable oven days a
topm

%seek AN work guarenteed
ABANDON YOUR WORRIES & leave
the typing to me, Fest accurate
word processing $2 013/4s pope

99 N Bascom Are

Son

editing spelling gram
rot punctuation assistance Also
sortable graphics for chant and
tables that hoe that typeset
look lotto a complete line of ors
ices The best job for the best
price, Don t wasl5 your too, Call
me first The Li I Office Helper
14081296 5703
ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
return...
la
PK...
Tlm
manuscripts etc lot turnaround.
reasooble

Call 251 8813
shet 3 pm North Sen Jose aro

ACADEMIC

WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Gloom! offers rapid
lurnaround
profession&
letler
gush% product guarentod work
Pa. Studot Discount Theses re
Pone manuals resumes Std &
micro transcription Fettling orvice
6 disk storage availeble 3 arn to
pm 7 days,wk Chrystal mt 923

e

8461
ACCOMPLISHMENT

ACCUR AC
ACHIEVEMENT ape ...Oro IVO
MI 10 .....p w students IBM
Wolaciric callutl
tranacrip9on
lirly

rotes

ell we. gueontod
30arn 9 00pro N San Jose 10
min
from campus
Jane 251
5942

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL typ
ingoword processing $1 50/055e
’double
spaced)
Experienced
Free disk stomps Casette Iran
Scriptron ayallabl Near Almaden
Epwy
&
Brenham Ln
Guar
entitled quick return on all papers
Phoo 254 4504
’CONANT’.
WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICE for theses disortations
term papers. room... Cc Top
quality fast & accurate including
assistance well spelling 6 gran,
mar Reasonable rotes Cell Debbie
et 378-9045 "
EDITING/WORD PROCESSING Will..
Nei with grammar . lormalling
010 on request Most proocts
Roo POO$ room. research
papers, welcome if lodge Willow
Glen area highly operienced CaO
Mole or Jim from SAM RPM Inn
later Weasel 266 9448

includes

LOSE WEIGHT 6 IMPROVE your health
Wherbal
nutrition
progrem
Cleanses system 6 noticoble in

MATH

296 2308

Jose
$1 00 Omission
Sellers
info 14081 241 7958 Auction
Easy perking food and drink

CON,.

EXECUTYPE
Them
Hanel
Mock

WORD

PROCESSING

term pews etc Profes
reasonable student rates
turn around
All loots

Satisfaction
guaranteed
10. yrs cop
aid. tor Cindy
274 4409

SW811

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all your
typtng 6 Word pnricesing node
Specialinno in WM papa.
pone manuscripts, research pa
pare thallail I.
means§ le
gal,busrness/personal Grammar &
spelling essostance
audition available
Grairentod
prof...root quality fac ocurent
end very conmentio rates, Call
Pon

at 247 2681
Looted in
Santa Clam nor San Tomes Mon
1041

GET THE GRADES your hod work de
serves For your typing editing II
commotion nods
wont 0 typed right

when you
oil WRITE
14061 972 9430 Ask for
Barbera Reno by the page hour
or lob
TYPE

LET A PROFESSIONAL type your Iwo.
resumes cover loos
Pecos
OLIO% work end reaeonable tato
Willow Glen aro 292 8807 tree
disk storage
PROCESS IT WRITE,’ Faculty od 510
dents can rely on ocuret
timely production of morn.s re
ports papers public...me menu
scrip. correspondence etc WiN
Old

in

grammar spellingipor

tuation f or prompt
7 day re
sponse Nave messege for Pow..

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt ac
curate dependable $2,414 specs
Page includIng editing Sartoge
are. CHI Jon at 741 58130
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best Po
sponse Experienced professional
word processing papers the..
resumes Specialist in technical
scientific
armee.
$1 50
92 50/pmge Cell Vicki et 2131
3058 Barn 8pm IBM area Ask
about client refloat discount
SAVE TIME Pa get more out 01 1,10’ Let
us help you research that odor
tent paper or protect Rondos for
only 615 Pluto your none on our
employment sorch mailing list
Coll 9138 58850.,. Pro
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Prolessmnal
toping and husoness VICO
Rea
sonabie
el.. Call 14081 259
9368
SUNNYVALE
VALLCO
MARCIE
word processing typing Prompt
neat occur.. All foots rnchsd
ing
API
Work
goranteed
S 1 50,page Idouble spaced praa
Neel Call 720 8635
TERM PAPERS THESES rooms For
all your typing needs call Perfect
Impressions

at 996 3333 Stu
dot rates. located on Campbell
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Reasons
bk. rates Cell Patti at 246 5633
end leave massage
TYPING

MY HOME, Slog MO or
bring ho to 395E Duane Ave
Sunnyvale no phone currently

TYPING SERVICE. Profession& word
processing ’hoes repos 50.
cog rates for SJSU students let
ulty Resumes no% lists 14081
377 5293 or 14151 493 2200
ot 2136 hosterliday I
TYPING

TERM PAPERS
THESES
correspondence
re
some. Oralorainons all 20 YON
iniparranc
Job.
completed
quickly Sadler Secreted& Sono
269 8674
business

WORD PROCESSING Student peps.
business correspondence Willow
Glen ere. call lion 267 5247
WORD PROCESSING student report.
110 pg moment these. & dli
sertoons Also mail asts tran
&neon wort repetitive 1.1
0, OVWm applkallon WOlnOS
So Joe* lees Joys at 264 1029
Cup ’My ’SO areas Andree 996
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Re
pots Tannage MOM.. letters
roans list. CON B 6 0 Offlat
Services

atI4081276 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

10 yrs openence ell typo of pa
ors Cleo to campus 11 blockl
325 E William Sr 10 cell 290
0105

every den,

1408/973 11670

onside oleo

Rae
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Remedial Ed program
offers chance to succeed
continued from page I
which Is the largest in Santa Clara
consists primarily of minorities, high County. from giving up their educaschool dropouts and young women lion,
who have had children, said READS
Heed said the last resort many
director Peg Reed. She said there are students have before failing high
still "some CYA referrals, although school is independent study. But the
the number is diminishing."
catch is that the students are sup"We don’t accept anybody with posed to do homework on their own.
assault, rape or violent crimes icon"They can no more do homework
victions )," Chamberlain said. Of than they could fly to the moon,"
those accepted, he said, their of- Reed said
lenses "are mostly drug related."
The agreement between the
READS, an arm of the Special Eastside district and READS is an al Education and Rehabilitation Serv- tempt to overcome this problem for
ices Division at SJSU, has recieved the student
funding for two new classes that
The Eastside School District will
aimed at helping educationally hand- have its independent -study students
icapped adolescents in their search attend the READS program instead
for a place in society.
of their regular high school, with
With grants of $12,00 from the Eastside also putting a teacher at
Packard Foundation and $12,000 READS.
From the Eastside Union High School
The teacher will spend an hour a
District, READS has just signed a co- week with the student on a one-to-one
operative agreement
with the basis, and the student will use the
Eastside School District that will en- other It hours a week for independent
able failing students to undertake in- study.
dependent study with READS.
"This will give us a much larger
READS is also recieving a $50.- success rate for keeping them in
000 grant from the Hewlett Founda- school," Reed said.
lion to begin a "school -to-work" proREADS is also starting a program designed to help students apply gram that will help the students in
their education in their search for coping with the rigors of finding emwork.
ployment.
There are 55 students currently
"This is basically a Iwo- to threeenrolled in READS.
week workshop," counselor ChamThe independent study program berlain said. "We want them to get a
is designed to prevent the students job and keep it."
from the Eastside School District,
Chamberlain. who will he teach -

mg the workshops, said the thrust
will be how to compete with other
people in the job market.
The seven- to to, pupil classes
will explore interviewing techniques
and job search techniques and ex plain how to use the unemployment
office.
The students, who all have lower
than a fifth grade learning level in at
least one academic area reading,
writing, math), may stay in the class
until they feel they are ready for the
job market, "however long it lakes to
accomplish their goals," Chamberlain said.
The READS program also serves
as a training site for Learning Handicapped Credential Candidates at
SJSU.
There are seven student -teachers
at READS, said Garadis, the only
full-time teacher in the program. She
added that this provides a motivation
for the students because the student
to teacher ratio is only 5-to-1.
"This (also) provides a service to
special education by giving the student- teachers an opportunity," Reed
said.
The average age range for
READS pupils is between 15 and 19,
hut can go as high as 25 in some
cases.
The staff
Reed, Chamberlain
and Garadis all are SJSU graduates

A.S. Board fights budget deficit
continued Fr
page 1
items. Other items are annually
funded items, such as reimbursement of student fees to students at
Moss Landing where A.S. services
are not available. Each student pays
$10 toward the A.S. from their fees
each semester.
The budget for this year was prepared by last year’s A.S. board.
"The previous hoard failed to
take into consideration the cost of living increase for A.S. employees," Miramontes said. "As a result, we had
to take that out of the general fund."
"They included it (the cost of living increase) as a budget stipulation," said A.S. Business Director
Jean Lenart. "That’s what they’ve
done for the last two years. But remember that stipulations can be
changed."
The stipulation, which was added
to the budget in 1983, states that cost
of living increases for full-time A.S.
employees will be taken from the
general fund. Last year’s board allocated $16,256 from the general fund
for an A.S. employee cost of living increase. The A.S. currently has nine
full-time employees who will receive
a cost of living increase.
"In order to increase the size of
the budget, we just said that before
money is allocated to student groups
(through special allocations) it goes
to employees," said Michael Schneider, last year’s A.S. president. "We
put in a stipulation that before any
money comes out of the general fund
it goes to the A.S. employees for their
raise."
The general fund is set up with
unused funds from A.S.-funded
groups’ accounts. The unused funds
revert back to the general fund at the
end of each school year. How much
money is in the general fund in not
known until an annual audit, con-

ducted in the fall, has been completed.
"The reason why you shouldn’t
leave the cost of living increase out of
the budget is because you never know
how much will be in the general
fund," O’Doherty said. "It varies
from year to year."
Lenart said the process of relying
on the general fund for cost of living
increases "could be" risky.
"II certainly should be considered each year," Lenart said.
Schneider said last year’s hoard
thought money reverting from student groups would be enough in the
general fund to cover the cost of living increase. He also said that the
935,030 donation from Spartan Shops
would "hack it up."
However, last year’s board had
allocated all of the Spartan Shop donation to start a typing service and a
school yearbook.
"We were hoping these would
make money," Schneider said.
The typing service and yearbook
projects were eliminated last May by

GRE
KAPLAN
toAry,t

It/

the present board. The board allocated all but $4,846.50 of those funds
to groups that were left out of this
year’s budget.
Schneider said the board could
have set the $35,000 aside to cover the
cost of living increase.
"We had assumed that the rest of
the budget was fiscally reponsible.O’Doherty said.
The stipulation that slates that
A.S. employee cost of living increases come out of the general fund
is not "set in stone," O’Doherty said.
"That’s something that should be
waived," she said. "It should be
omitted all together."
The A.S. hoard can waive a budget stipulation with a two-thirds vote.
The $25,244.70 transfer from the
operating reserve approved by the
board Wednesday will have to be repaid by the end of the school year.
"The first request to go before
the budget committee should be for
924,244.70 to replenish this fund,"
said A.S. Executive Assistant Paul
S011111’111:111

LINES
-------- ----,4
Saturday & Sunday,
October 19 & 20
2

I
8:00 P.M.
SJSU Dance Studio Theatre
Rm. # SPX 219
$6.00 STU/$8.00 GEN
ADVANCE
ICKETS SUGGESTED

IMITED SEATING

a A1141’0111 II Alt r,e.

The world’s leading
test prep organization.
!!!, or 0u, renter,
INROLLINO NOW!
A
.11,1
, At
409 Hotstllott A.
0, COO US cloys
o
(415) 327-0841.

PROGRAM
immocrrr:zr..

uric=

FREE!
medium

All tickets available
’the S Business Office and at the (in
Information on all shows 277-2807

1 K5,90
itek,
d ; t I

at the

HILLSDALE TWIN
Sat ii day

size soft drink

With purchase of any Blimpies Sandwich

7cuo
America’s Best Dressed Sandwich

i

947-1333
80 E. San Carlos Street, San Jose

Open until 10 p.m.

ttotti Meru

1

75

t ice Held! on Popcorn Tub
Snack Bar items from 25C
,
Hillsdale at Camden At ross from Gemcn

BEYOND 9 TO 5
Open early
Open late
Open weekends

kinkois
481 E San Carlos St .295-5511
93 Paseo de San Antonio 295-4336

photographer

Student’s day is not a winner
Man wins $24, buys knife, gets on TV, then is jailed
continued from page I
to three to five years in California
Youth Authority. He was released
one year ago and lives in East San
Jose, surviving on Social Security
checks.
Conner said he hasn’t been able
to get an education because he has
dyslexia, a reading impairment.
Although Chamberlain speculated that Conner had spent his Social
Security check that day. Conner said
it was just "pocket money.

"My psychiatrist says that I
don’t have normal common sense."
Conner said.
Conner still maintains that he did
not know it was against the law to
bring a machete on campus.
"The point is that I got screwed
’over by the system," Conner said.
"Somebody should have stuck behind
Conner said he will attend another remedial school in two weeks,
but he declined to reveal the name.

Currently there are no restriclions on who may purchase California Lottery tickets.
"As long as they are over 18 they
can purchase the tickets," said Marlene Valencia of the State Lottery
Commission in Sacramento.
"The lottery is a rip-off," Conner
said. "I screwed up myself. I guess
I’m to blame.
Maybe it was just an unlucky
day.

,.................................................................................,
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SJSU MacFest
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INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE

Monday A Twtzday. OCT. 14 it 15
10:00 QM - 4:00 pm
STUDENT UNION MAIN LEVEL

Come See Representatives From The Following
Companies Demonstrate Their Macintosh Products
N
Apple Computer
Assimilation Process
\
Micro
N
General
Great Wave Software
\
Koala
Technologies
s\
Living Videotext
N
Lotus
Microsoft
\
\
s
Sierra Information Systems
Sony Diskettes
\
West Ridge Designs
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TUESDAY, OCT. 15,
Umunhum Room, 2nd Floor Student Union
NN
N
N
\
N
N
N
N
\
N
N
12:00pm to 1 :00pm
\
N
N
N
Discussion
and
Demonstration
of
all
Great
Wave
Software
Products
N
N
N
Using Synthesizers and MIDI interfaces with the Macintosh
N
N
N
\
\
Chad
Mitchell,
Principle
Programer,
Featuring
N
\
\
N
Great
Wave
Software
\
N
\
N
\
N
\
N
N
N
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
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Suzanne Garadis (left) tries to help READS student Barbara Martinez’s math skills

SPECIAL SEMINARS:

\

MUSIC AND THE MACINTOSH.

COMPUTERS ON CAMPUS

\
\
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s

Faculty Development Of Software
Management Of Different Brands
Of Microcomputers On Campus

Cooperation With Other Universities
In Computing
Use Of Computers In Liberal Arts

Featuring Dr. Michael Carter, Stanford University

512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
Imagewriter Printer,
Carrying Case, 10 Apple
Diskettes:
$2,450 or $99 per Month*.

512K Macintosh:

$1,695 or $69 per Month
512K Upgrade Kit:
$369 or $20 per Month

* Offer Valid Until December 31, 1985
See Spartan Bookstore Computer I Electronics Department For Details
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